SECOND INTERNATIONAL BRIDGES CONGRESS - CHILE 2017, DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE

Venue
Santiago - Chile

Dates
18 - 20 October 2017

Organizan / Organized by
The World Road Association, the Chilean Association of Roads and Transport (ACCT Chile & Chile PIARC National Committee), in conjunction with the National Roads Administration of Chile agreed to hold the Second International Congress Bridges - Chile 2014 (CIPCh), Future Challenges: Design, Construction and Maintenance, on October 18-21, 2017, in the city of Santiago.

This initiative seeks to generate a technical meeting at the national and international level, specialists, professionals, academics and students of the bridge engineering in its various areas (design, construction and maintenance). In addition to generating the space for discussion on issues of research, innovation, as well as Chilean and international projects.

This exchange can promote the development of bridge engineering in Chile, stimulating best professional practices, and fostering research and innovation and facilitate the exchange of knowledge and technology, at the same time as this Conference will contribute to the international debate about design, construction and maintenance of bridges.

The First version of this Congress in 2014 gathered participants from 23 countries, more than 13 sponsors companies and about 350 attendees from Europe, Africa, America and Asia.

In this version, it is considered three days of technical meetings that will be complemented with a technical visit to Chilean bridges and a social program to the Chilean Patagonia.
Second International Bridges Congress - CHILE 2017: Design, Construction and Maintenance

Santiago – CHILE
18 al 21 de Octubre de 2017 - October 18 to 21, 2017

SCOPE: First Congress

LUGAR DE LA CONFERENCIA/ CONFERENCE VENUE

FERIA TECNOLÓGICA/ TECHNOLOGY EXHIBITION
Technical Committee D. 3 Bridges Meeting

PIARC will be a sponsor for the Second Bridge Congress Chile 2017. As a consequence, TC D3 meeting will be held in Santiago of Chile, with the special participation of the Central and South American Members (16-17 October 2017). TC D.3 meeting is reserved to its members.

The TC D3 members are kindly invited to join to this event and exchange the progress of the WGs with members of this area.

Furthermore, during the Second International Bridges Congress, a Special Session will be organized, in order to show the progress of WG TC .D3 Bridges

Call for Abstract

All bridge professionals are kindly invited to contribute with the Congress and submit your abstract until 15th January 2017.

Please send the abstract to chile_bridges_congress_2017@acct.cl with the Subject “PIARC” and the name of the abstract.

Keynote Lecture also will be considered for the special session.
INFORMATION and CONTACT

Dr. Matías Valenzuela Saavedra, Bridge Department, Public Works Ministry of Chile

c Chile_bridges_congress_2017@acct.cl

Venue – Santiago Chile

Technical Visit – Puerto Montt, Chile
Chacao Bridge Project